
Longyearbyen CO2 lab drills again, this time to secure a negative conclusion – the geologists have repeatedly stated 
that the “roof” section to the reservoir will keep everything trapped deep in the subsurface the day the CO2 is pumped 
in underneath the cap rocks – can we really believe them? 

The two shallow drill holes (Dh5 and Dh6, 181 and 430 m) that are drilled these days (late in the summer of 2011) around 
the Old Aurora Station target the integrity and characteristics of the cap rocks. There are several aims of the work: 

The upper aquifer at 170-180 m depth has repeatedly leaked saline groundwater (brine) when penetrated by drilling. 
In the latest well (Dh5), more than 100 l/min flows out of the well, which is significantly more than the water consump-
tion in Longyearbyen. Our interest is, however, on the day CO2 is sent down into the reservoir - this upper aquifer 
could be the last barrier, or warning unit, before the CO2 reaches the surface. Hence, we better make sure we know 
how this layer behaves, despite the fact that the geologists state nothing will get up to this level.

From 180 m and down to the reservoir at 670 m there is shale, shale and more shale – as you understand very boring 
for the geologist that is given the task of logging the core. In the new drill hole Dh6, several injection trials will test 
how water flows, or rather not flows, into the rock; no water equals good rock, and water flow would signal a bad rock. 
We are of course hoping for negative injection results. These injection tests will also find the limit for cracking (frac-
turing) the rock with a high water pressure through tests with pump pressures of 150 bars (equals a 1500 m high water 
column). Such critical pressures will give us guidelines for injection pressures the day CO2 enters the reservoir – we 
do not want to shatter the roof. 

We go for “safe rather than sorry”.
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Longyearbyen Co2 Lab

Good or bad roof – geologist on trial 

Ongoing drilling of Dh6, guided by Geir Ove Titlestad (left, op-
erational manager, Add Energy) and Trygve Dahl (right, drilling 
manger, Arctic Drilling), supported by LNS and SNSK. This year’s 
drill crew is from Arctic Drilling. The Water injections are per-
formed by engineers from Baker Hughes. In addition, on-site 
core and water sampling is performed by scientists from IFE as 
part of the SUCCESS collaboration.


